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Details of Visit:

Author: MOLLOY
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 25 Apr 2013 4pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07741082010

The Premises:

Her place is a house in a quiet residential street near Selhurst. It was a nice place and a bedroom
full of character. She may be looking for different premises, though. 

The Lady:

Incredible! Huuuuuuugeeeeee natural breasts (34GG) and slim and toned- dress size 10. 1 in
10,000 body. It's so so rare to find someone so slim and yet naturally so busty.
She is pretty, with lovely full lips and big brown eyes. She has light skin although I think she may be
mixed race because she speaks with a Jamaican accent, I think. Quite tall and a curvy but toned
bottom. Overall, a great body!

The Story:

I had a superb time.

When I first came across her profile, by chance, I dismissed it because I assumed someone with
such huge breasts and a dress size 10 would be "enhanced". Not true: the pictures ARE accurate,
she is slim (not an ounce of fat) and they are completely natural! I don't think she appreciates how
rare someone of her physique is, otherwise she would market it more.

A face pic is in the private gallery but rest assured she is attractive. She has a slight jamaican
accent but I'm guessing she is mixed race because her skin colour is light.

Hasn't been working for long and is considering going back to real work but not necessarily if she
can make this work.

She's got a big personality and I really enjoyed bantering with her. There were sparks!

Service was limited in some ways ie kiss on the lips rather than french kissing but in many ways it
was more authentic, like a true gfe, because she hasn't been doing this for long and she was
genuinely turned on, as she let me know. She came a few times too.

Highlight: the site of her on top was beyond belief! It was one of the most beautiful sights I've ever
seen in my life- no exaggeration! This is what I imagine it would be like being ridden by Jana Defi or
Merilyn Sakova...phenomenal!
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Definitely worth a punt, if you're in any way an admirer of the slim and naturally very stacked form.
Women with bodies like this only come round once every few years. Great personality too!
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